Recommended Apps for Students

- STRUGGLE TAKING EFFECTIVE NOTES?
- HAVE TROUBLE KEEPING YOUR LIFE ORGANIZED?
- FEEL ANXIETY WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT EVERYTHING THAT YOU NEED TO DO?

Let’s face it, with the pressure of keeping up with the fast-paced society that we live in, it can be overwhelming and make you want to just drop everything. Thinking about all the assignments and exams that are coming up can be exhausting, and taking effective notes in class can be a challenge. We know there’s support out there to make our life easier, but with there’s millions of apps available, how do we even know where to start?

Well, we’ve made it easy for you by recommending some top FREE apps on the market today! Give a couple of these apps a try and see how they work for you. If you don’t like them, try some others! You’re bound to find something in here that makes your life easier as a student!

OTHER APPS TO MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER

**Awesome Note**
All in one organizer that looks great.

**Trello**
Use a bulletin board design to organize projects.

**Any.do**
Events, tasks, lists and reminders that can be shared with others.

**Wunderlist**
Quick to add, very stylish and takes a minimalistic approach.

**Todoist**
Set reminders and tasks for yourself and get an overview of the day/week to set priorities.

**Zoho Notebook**
It’s card-like display is visually stunning and effective for layering your notes in an organized fashion.

**MyHomework Student Planner**
Track upcoming assignments, exams, projects and other events.

**Evernote**
Note taking, lists or sticky notes.

**OneNote**
Microsoft’s cloud-syncing note-taking app.

**Google Keep**
Pin board to pin notes, lists, photos and voice memos.

**SimpleMind**
Create mind maps with photos, videos, & voice memos.

**Sonocent**
Turns audio recordings into notes to enhance learning and productivity.

**Simplenote**
Is easy to use and look at and focuses on pure, streamlined simplicity.

**Droptask**
Can manage your notes all in one place while looking great.

**Quizlet**
Make your own flashcards for exams.

**LastPass**
Keep track of login’s & password’s in a vault.

**Noisli**
Blockout distractions with a relaxing soundscape.

**Scanner Pro**
Scan your papers to turn into PDF’s.

**iTunes U**
Lectures and coursework from top Universities.

**RefMe**
Scan books for citations and bibliographies.

**ClaroSpeak**
Text-to-Speech and Speech-to-Text software.